kil mih eyho pMunu gux goivMd
gwih]
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This is the only act of goodness in this Dark Age of Kali Yuga,
to sing the Glorious Praises of the Lord of the Universe.
Our intellect has become so polluted that despite doing and listening to
so much 'paath', katha (religious discourses), kirtan, it does not impact our
mind in any way and neither does Gurbani's stark criticism (or blunt truth)
has any effect. In the same (old) way we are soundly asleep in the deep
slumber of materialism.
If at all, some simple mental vibrations or emotional feelings do surface
at some time or other, then that 'shake-up' disappears almost immediately
with the 'vapour' of the solidified layers of degradation of the mind and we
continue to remain the same - like a stone dipped in water remains
unaffected by the water. We continue to be washed away in the flow of the
channel of that mind's old habits or behaviour.
1

The self-willed manmukhs may be taught, but how can they really be taught?
The manmukhs do not fit in at all. Because of their past actions they are condemned to
the cycle of reincarnation.
87

2

The foolish mind has not yet reformed itself, although I have grown weary of
continually instructing it.

536

In this way, by being action-bound with the 'chain' of sins that we have
fashioned ourselves, we are drowning in the vicious whirlpool of the threephased materialism and in the process living in most horrible hell.
At first parents lovingly advise their children, scold and threaten them
(if necessary), and if the child still does not change his ways then greater
punishment is meted.
3

Millions of obstacles stand in the way of one who forgets the Name.
O Nanak, night and day, he croaks like a raven in a deserted house.

522

4

Those who forget the Naam and do other things,
O Nanak, will be bound and gagged and beaten in the City of Death, like the thief
caught red-handed.
1247

5

Fareed, the faces of those who forget the Lord's Name are dreadful.
They suffer terrible pain here, and hereafter they find no place of rest or refuge. 1383
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When our 'sins' reach a critical point, then according to divine 'law' or
command the shock treatment by jam, the couriers of death takes place.
Saying 'Oh God'! We awaken from our materialistic slumber or sleep and
holding our ears we repent and make a promise saying never again-never
again.
1
2

Overcome by pain, the blind man invokes the Lord's Name ....
Gripped by disease, they invoke the Name.

196

The faithless cynic is not rid of his fear of death.
The Messenger of Death 's club is never taken away.

1030

3

The blind, self-willed manmukh acts blindly.
He is in terrible trouble, and wanders in reincarnation.
He can never snap the noose of Death, and in the end, he suffers in horrible pain. 1068

4

Kabeer, Death’s club is terrible; it cannot beendured

5

The sinners act, and generate bad karma, and then they weep and wail.
O Nanak, just as the churning stick chums the butter, so does the Righteous Judge of
Dharma churn them.
1425

In this way a 'turn or change' comes into our life. Then through satsang,
the company of truth, we adopt a spiritual 'life direction' and engage in
practices which involve prayer-worship, (doing of) religious rites-beliefs etc
But, in no time at all we forget the whole episode and once again we
begin to flow or thread through that very age old worn out groove (that we
had been treading) over numerous previous births.

To save and to free His beloved offspring 'man' from the fathomless
'horrible ocean of grief' and 'deep dark worldly pit', the Timeless Being,
according to his merciful 'disposition', from time to time has been sending
gurus, avtars, great evolved souls. Through their lifestyle and their word,
they have given us true-pure spiritual direction and guidance, to enable us to
extricate ourselves from the degradation of materialistic sins.
Guru Baba Ji too has given us simple and beautiful advice to save and
free ourselves from the degradation of sins –
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1

Chant the Name of the Lord, Har, Har, 0 my mind; meditating on it, all sins and
misdeeds shall be erased.
88

2

In the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy, cross over the world-ocean, and the
noose of death shall be cut away.
108

3

Meditate, meditate, meditate in remembrance of Him, and find peace.
Warty and anguish shall be dispelled from your body.

262

Millions of sins are erased, in the Company of the Holy.
By the Grace of the Saint, one escapes the Messenger of Death.

296

4
5

Millions of sins are eradicated in an instant when, as Gurmukh one contemplates the
Naam, the Name of the Lord.
670

6

When God comes into my consciousness, what misfortune can strike me?
The Lord's servant does not suffer pain from the Messenger of Death.

802

7

I have given up all other efforts, and have taken the medicine of the Naam, the Name
of the Lord.
Fevers, sins and all diseases are eradicated, and my mind is cooled and soothed. 817

8

With evety breath and morsel of food, the Lord abides in their minds forever, and the
Messenger of Death cannot even see them.
854

9

0 my mind, continually, continuously chant the Naam, the Name of the Lord.
You shall not burn in the ocean of fire, and your mind and body shall be blessed with
peace.
1006

10

Pain does not even approach that person within whose mind God abides.
Hunger and thirst do not affect him, and the Messenger of Death does not approach
him.
1102

Our mind is very unstable and highly susceptible. According to the
saying, 'a mere talk with another and you are ready to adhere', our mind is
very quickly susceptible to external influence oscillating between 'hot and
cold'.
Over many past births we have acquired numerous external influences.
Through (constant) repetition we have deposited them into the store of our
subconscious mind. When an exciting external cause is present, then from
the deep inner folds of the inner computer (or sub-consciousness), the steam
or odour of age old mental degradation surfaces. Under the influence of that
mental colouring, becoming powerless and action-bound we become the
victims of numerous types of base or low inclinations and knowingly we
continue to cultivate bad or evil deeds.
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1
2
3

Know this welt- 0 madman - you have ruined your affairs.
You did not restrain yourself from committing sins, and you did not eradicate your ego.
727
Again and again, the crow falls into the trap.
Then he regrets it, but what can he do now?
935
Kabeer, the mortal knows everything, and knowing, he still makes mistakes.
What good is a lamp in one's hand, if he falls into the well?

1376

In this way for our mind’s
base or low thoughts
low tendencies
impure hue or colour
mental degradation
bad deeds
sins,
we ourselves are responsible and their consequences too have to be borne by
our life.
The reason for our base thoughts or inclinations is indeed our company.
The company is not necessarily the company of human beings. It could also
be the company of books, thought or remembrances. We could keep away or
detach ourselves from the company of people, but we cannot protect
ourselves from the odour or steam from the folds of our sub-consciousness.
That (odour) arises by itself automatically from within and taints our
inclinations or tendencies.
4

According to the company we keeps, so are the fruits we eat.

1369

This is why Guru Baba Ji has mandated us to maintain the company
ofthe lofty and pure.
5

The Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy, is so very pure and sacred.
Meeting with them, love for God is embraced.

393

6

My dealings are with the Saints, and my business is with the Saints.
I have earned the profit with the Saints, and the treasure filled to over-nowing with
devotion to the Lord.
614

7

Dwelling in the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy, all sins are erased.
One who is attuned to the Love of God, is not cast into the womb of reincarnation. 811
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1

Be Merciful, 0 my Lord and Master, that I may pass my life in the Society of the Saints.
Those who forget You are born only to die and be reincarnated again; their sufferings
will never end.
961

2

In the Realm of the Saints, the Lord dwells in the mind.
In the Realm of the Saints, all sins run away.
In the Realm of the Saints, one's lifestyle is immaculate.
In the Society of the Saints, one comes to love the One Lord.

3

1146

0 Lord, lead me to meet with the Holy Person, the Guru.
Gazing upon the Blessed Vision of His Darshan, all my sins are erased, and I obtain the
supreme, sublime, sanctified status.
1178

Opposed to this, when impure thoughts arise from within us, we grate them all
the more or focus our attention on them. In this way these base thoughts get
implanted even more firmly into the depths of our mind and over a period of time
they permeate and diffuse into our sub-conscious mind only to develop into our
behaviour or character. At the opportune time they outwardly manifest themselves
in the form of steam or odour which in turn shape into our actions or destiny.
From the above discussion we come"to know that it is only by absorbing the
influence of the 'company' that our mind inculcates good or bad 'hue or colour'.
There are many types of company, such as –
I company of people 2 company written word
3 company of thought
4 company of words
5 company of sight
6 company of the dead etc.
We are all familiar or have had experience with the company of persons and
the written word etc. but the company of thoughts, being subtle, people are
unaware or unconcerned about it. The truth is man is continues to create within
himself a good or bad world according to the thought process of his thinking.
Man is incessantly weaving his own good or bad world, inside and around
himself, by his own thoughts, like a silkworm, and suffers consequences of his own
thoughts or deeds, thereby creating his own fate and destiny.
The moment we think of a person immediately his good - bad, virtues-sins appear
on our mind's screen. If the remembrance is about a guru-orientated beloved with a
lofty life style, then our body-mind-heart gets filled with reverence, love, affection,
relish, joy, happiness and peace.
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On the other hand if the thought of some manmukh or mind-orientated
person, with whom we have an allergy or difference, comes to our mind then at
once our mind gets filled with ill-will, duality, anger and hatred thus causing
the mind to become impure. The effect of this (impurity) at once manifests
itself through the 'flash' of hatred and anger in our eyes and the 'frown on our
forehead. Many a time it appears as if our whole body while fully clad gets
afflicted with the fire of anger and hatred. The effect of this remains for a long
time as we continue to bum in the hidden fire that we lit ourselves.
In our internal world of thought 'lofty persons' are indeed rare and seldom
do they come to our consciousness. But our world of thought is crowded with
people of low or base tendencies who day and night create turmoil or
disturbance in our mental world. When the flame of the 'thought company' of
one manmukh, mind orientated simmers down, then the remembrance of the
second manmukh takes its place causing one to once again to pass through the
flame of hatred and anger. In this way we continue to bum in the flame of the
self created thought world of hatred, enmity-opposition, anger which, by and by
reduces our mind to slag or (something useless).
We can stay aloof and save ourselves from some external company but it is
very difficult to escape from the internalised deep folds of the 'thought world' of
our mind because they are day and night abiding in the very fibres of our
beingness. When our mind takes a break from its external chores or if someone
reminds us of them, then we open the innate unwritten case files of grievances,
jealousy-duality, enmity-opposition and unnecessarily invite upon ourselves
continuous pain through mental imagination, anguish" grudge and envy. This
process does not stop here. By ingraining each and every time such poison of
hurtful imagination, this mental degradation or decline becomes even more
entrenched in the mind and sub-consciousness. This causes the mind to become
useless (like slag) making it powerless to imbibe lofty spiritual thoughts. Even
in the lives to come this poisonous degradation will go along.
From such 'mental degradation' only low thoughts, low tendencies, base
actions or sins arise. (In such a state) even if good thoughts arise or we do
virtuous deeds, they would be done in an ego-ridden state.
In ego they become truthful or false.
In ego they reflect on virtue and sin.
In ego they go to heaven or hell.
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466

The whole world is entangled in the fire of mental degradation
mentioned above
1

The world is being consumed by this hidden fire, but Maya does not cling to the Lord's
devotees.
673

To save oneself from this 'hidden fire' the following way has been
indicated in Gurbani 2

0 my mind, hold tight to the Support of the Lord's Name.
The hot winds shall never even touch you.

179

3

Seeing this world on fire I hurried to the Sanctuary of the Lord.

571

4

The hot wind does not even touch one who is under the Protection of the Supreme
Lord God.
819

5

The world is on fire; the Name of the lord is cooling and soothing.

1219

It has been stated earlier –
1

All divine virtues and spiritual boons arise from the manifestation of
the Timeless Being's 'Naam" or name.

2

All sins, base thoughts, low inclinations, transgress etc. arise from
the darkness or doubt of trigun maya or the three-phased
materialism.

3

(The state of) 'non presence' or the 'absence' of the manifestation of
the Timeless Being (Naam) is indeed named as materialism.

It is clear from this that with the 'manifestation' ofNaam, the 'darkness'
of materialism disappears by itself and its 'mischievous army (which
includes) egotism, lust, anger, greed, attachment, pride and all the base
thoughts, low inclinations, sins etc., that arise from them, also vanish.
This utter darkness or haziness of materialism is indeed called doubtfallacy –
6

You have misled the world so deeply in doubt.
How can people understand You, when they are entranced by Maya?
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92

1

Deluded by doubt, the world wanders around.
It dies, and is born again, and is ruined by the Messenger of Death.

560

2

0 Holy people, this world is deluded by doubt.
It has forsaken the meditative remembrance of the Lord's Name, and sold itself out to
Maya.
684

3

In love and attachment to Maya, the mortals are sad, and are consumed by sadness.
Without the Name, they wander and wander and wander, and waste away.
1140

Guru Baba Ji has given us this technique in Gurbani to get rid of the
darkness of materialistic doubt's embodiment4
5

6

The Shabad deep within the nucleus of the self dispels the darkness of ignorance.
798
Doubt and fear have been dispelled in an instant, and in the darkness, the Divine Light
shines forth.
With each and every breath, Nanak worships and adores the Lord; forever and ever, I
am a sacrifice to Him.
825
I have tasted the sublime essence of the, Lord's Name; the Lord's Name carries
everyone across.
Says Kabeer, I have become like gold; doubt is dispelled, and I have crossed over the
world-ocean.
1103

From the points raised in this article one important and crucial choice
comes before us. In order to give our life some high, lofty, good, beautiful
and salvation giving lofty pure direction, through discrimination, we have to
choose from the aspects given below. For this reason we have to (go through
the list and) discriminate (make our measured choices), cultivate them in
order to make our life successful good thoughts
or
good tendencies
or
divine actions
or
pure mind
or
the company of the holy or
(being) virtuous
or
spiritual realm
or
spiritual illumination or
spiritual relish
or
spiritual treasure
or
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bad thought
bad tendencies
base actions
defiled mind
the company of unholy
(being) sinful
materialistic realm
materialistic doubt
materialistic taste
materialistic treasure

spiritual joy or
heaven
life
guru's counsel
guru orientated
intuition

or
or
or
or
or

materialistic happiness
hell
death
mind's counsel
mind orientated
mental knowledge

Without making this choice or discrimination no transformation or change will
come into our life. Without any 'direction' our 'life boat' will continue to drift in the
typhoon of materialism's 'horrifying fiery ocean of grief.
Entangled and enmeshed in the love of false occupations, the whole world is perishing.
133

The real proof (for this state of affairs) is this, that in doing do much
paathhworship, rites and rituals etc., no transformation comes into our life and we
continue to drift along the same old channel of materialistic degradation.
This 'discrimination' or discriminatory choice can only take place through the
discerning 'intellect' of intuitional spiritual knowledge. Pure intellectual knowledge,
shrewdness and philosophies will get us even more entrapped in the perplexities or
bewilderments and pitch-darkness of doubt-fallacies.
An effort is being made here to explain even more precisely this thinking.
1

The darkness of materialistic doubt-fallacy is indeed the main cause of all our
pain-anxiety, ja -m (the couriers of death), noose of death, death courier's
punishment, birth-death, hell etc. and we are drifting in the 'horrifying fiery
ocean of grief of 'materialistic degradation'.

2

In the 'light' (or Naam) of divine-illumination, eternal comforts, incessant
intoxication, love, affection, relish, joy, blossoming, and peace reigns.

Just as, when facing the sun all its attributes including light, warmth, life, joy
etc are automatically experienced and by itself the back is turned towards
'darkness'.
Opposed to this, by turning away from the sun or by going under shade, we
divorce ourselves from the numerous virtuous or attributes of the sun, and all the
demerits of darkness land into our laps, this being the reason why we have to face
much pain and anxiety.
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Exactly in the same way when we focus our attention, remembrance or do
'simran' on the illumination of the 'Naam', then all divine, spiritual 'virtues'
spontaneously come to 'abide' within us and automatically our 'back' is turned
towards darkness and release is obtained of its own accord from all the demerits of
darkness.
Between these two essential and serious 'conditions' there is a secret crucial
point. From this point different, opposite and contrary directions emerge, which in
turn determine our good or bad life direction.
1

Loving attention to the Lord and attachment to Maya are the two separate ways; all act
according to the Hukam of the Lord's Command.
87

2

One who recognises that all spiritual paths lead to the One shall be emancipated. 142

3

The two travellers have set out in two directions.

1032

This essential point belongs to or is connected with the 'colouring' of our mind.
From a defiled mind the inclination of our life will most certainly turn towards
materialistic hell and the inclination of the pure mind by itself is towards 'Naam',
just as, when 'light' is present darkness disappears by itself. It does not have to be
forced out. In the same way, with the illumination of 'Naam' the darkness of
confusion and delusion and its mischievous and tenacious army too will disperse by
itself.
The final conclusion or essence of this discussion is that –
Remaining in the darkness of doubt fallacy is indeed
Abiding in the illuminated sphere ofNaam is indeed

-

sin.
virtue.

or the Timeless Being's
forgetfulness is indeed
His remembrance is indeed
2

-

sin and
virtue

In the dark age of Kali Yuga, the singing of the Glorious Praises of the Lord of the
Universe is the only virtuous act.
962

Our mental and religious dealings that are taking place are totally
opposite to the expectations of Gurbani.
That thing which we must 'forget', we are ingraining it by remembering,
by grinding and by doing its simran.
L99.10

Opposed to this, we have completely forgotten or are negligent and
feign ignorance about that thing which must be remembered, practiced and
ingrained.
You purchase glass, and discard gold; you are in love with your enemy, while you
renounce your true friend.
That which exists, seems bitter; that which does not exist, seems sweet to you.
Engrossed in corruption, you are burning away. 823

Guru Baba Ji has motivated and guided us on this important point in the
following way I

Do not be angry with anyone else,
look within your own self instead.
2 Do not harbour evil intentions against others in your mind.
3 Answer evil with goodness,
do not fill your mind with anger.
4 It is not good to slander anyone ..
5 Lovingly practice mercy and forgiveness
6 No one is my enemy, and no one is a stranger,
I get along with everyone.
7 Let us form a partnership, and share our virtues;
let us abandon our faults, and walk on the Path.
8 (the Perfect Lord God) does not even consider my faults and demerits.
9 With your hands give others and feel happy doing so.
10 Even if there is nothing much left to share still continue to share (of
what is left).
11 Eliminate (your)self-conceit and then performs service
12. Give up your cleverness, good people,
remember the Lord God, your King.
13 Let me forget everything,
but let me not forget the One Lord.
14 I have given up all other efforts,
and I have taken the medicine of the Naam, the Name of the Lord.
15 Without the Naam, everything is false and worthless.
16 O Nanak, only one thing is of any account:
everything else is useless babbling and idle talk in ego.
But our daily attitude to life is totally the opposite to this.
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To cultivate these spiritual guidelines at a practical level, the
suggestions below can be helpful Whenever thoughts of low or base emotions like jealousy, duality, lust,
greed, attachment, hatred, slander etc. arise, at that very moment say 'let it be'
'doesn't matter'
'so what'
'let it pass'
'let it go'
forget the (incident or thought), focus on some higher thought and make an
effort to erase the impure notion. If the base inclinations still continue to
harass, then1
2
3
4
5
6

Do or listen Gurbani paath and kirtan.
Chant the mantar 'Waheguru' loudly.
Read or listen to lofty love and faith filled anecdotes.
Rush off immediately to be in the company of some guru-orientated
beloveds
Read or listen to writings, books and holy scriptures linked to Guru's
teaching
'Immerse' yourself in some lofty-pure sewa or service.

The important point is this, if thought bearing low inclinations are
immediatelynot checked or disarmed,
not forgotten,
not erased from the slate of the mind
then these low notions or thoughts in the mind
1
2
3
4
5
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will be remembered over and over again.
will be further ingrained.
will become an object of meditation.
will penetrate-permeate-diffuse into the subconscious mind.
will cause the poison of this degradation to further increase.

6
7
8
9
10

will continue to burn - simmer in the internal 'hidden fire'.
will most certainly and automatically continue to commit sins
will be devoid of lofty-pure faith filled sentiments.
will at the mercy of jum, the couriers of death.
will lose (the opportunity afforded in) this life and the life hereafter.

This is why Gurbani has warned us as follows –
1

They forget the Lord, and they suffer in pain.
Afflicted with hunger, they run around in all directions.

98

One whose mind does not embrace love for the Naam
shall go to he/~ even though he may perform millions of ceremonial rituals.

240

3

Millions of obstacles stand in the way of one who forgets the Name.

522

4

Hope and desire are entrapments-O Siblings of Destiny. Religious rituals and
ceremonies are traps.

635

2

6

Those who forget the Naam and do other things,
O Nanak, will be bound and gagged and beaten in the city of Death, like the thief
caught red-handed.
1247

The above thoughts can be expressed in English as fol1ows:Every thought that passes through our mind, leaves an indelible
trace-amongest the million cells of our brain. These traces are unconsciously
and constantly accumulating in our mental computer-which affect and shape
thoughts, conception, and faith. Their sum-total is manifested in our habits,
character and personality.
90 per cent of this PERSONALITY is made-up of, and dependent on,
our inner mental, emotional and spiritual qualities. Only 10% is attributable
to outer factors.
Everything we do-makes it easier to do the same thing over again.
This is because, electric currents record all that happend to us-by creating
path-ways or grooves,among the cells of our brain. The more frequently
thoughts and actions arc repeated the deeper and broader, the grooves
become !
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Every smallest stroke of virtue or vice-leaves behind 'never-so-little'
scare on our mind - good or bad.
The drunkard excuses himself for every fresh dereliction by saying 'I
won't count it this time.' Well. he may not count it, but it is being counted
'none-the-less' in his Mental Computer! Down among his Nerve-Cells and
fibres-the molecules and electrons arc counting it, registering and storing it
up, to be used against him-when the next temptation comes !
In other words, Man is incessantly weaving his own good or bad world
around himself by his own thoughts and deeds thus shaping his own Fate
and Destiny.
Thought have tremendous powers, which can be developed to un-limited
degree-by repetition. contemplation, concentration and meditation.
The lower depraved thoughts should be forgotten or brushed aside at
once, as they come-by diverting the mind to higher, nobler and inspiring
thoughts, If these depraved thoughts are not forgotten or diverted, in the first
instance, are entertained and cultivated, they percolate and penetrate deep
into mind and sub-consciousness. Gradually in course of time, they become
insidious and powerful-to make us corrupt. depraved and vulgar, with a trail
of lower elements of selfishness, envy, prejudice, avarice, jealousy, hatred.
anger, egocentric, aggressive, wicked and cruel, and what not!
The easiest and quickest way.
1

to get out of this vicious circle of depraved and harmful thoughts,
and

2

to save ourselves from the horrible consequences of these vicious
thoughtsis

1. to replace and substitute them with higher. nobler, inspiring thoughts.
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1. develop the power of discrimininatinn,
2. to divert our mind to sublime contemplation and meditation and
2. making decision of crucial choice of life-course,
3. to seck Awakened and Enlightened Souls and imbibe sublime inspirations
in their holy company.
But the crucial pIJint is to develop inner discriminating power where by we
can distiguish between :Right Good
and and
wrong bad
Virtue and

3. taking a 'turning point' of lifc.
4. walking on the choosen course of life,
inspiration. help and guidance of Enlightened and Blessed Souls is
nccessary-rather essential.
It is really difficult and tardy to adopt and work the REVERSE process of
New Coufse of Nobler life. but it becomes easy and smooth in the company
of'IIluminated and Enlightened Souls.

Morality and

As the reverse process takes place in our life,our mmd is gradually purifi ed
and spiritualised in the Sadh Sangat. and becomes amenable and conductive
to tho sublimo influence of subtle vibrations of Divine Light and Grace.

Spirituality and
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Love and

At the same time the influence of 'materialism' is imperceptibly reducad and
eliminated from our consciousness.

God and
and make the important choice nobler lives.

The more thoughts are spiritualised by sublime company and meditation, the
more they become subtler, pow~rful and dynamic-with reflections from
Divine Light and Grace.

ain, materialism, hate,
In thi9 way our life is transfarmed from :~
devil,
vice to virtue,
of future course for higher and
Sin to nobility, materilism to spirituality.
without this discrimination and choice. our lives are lik.e compasll less and
radar-less 'ships' drifting about aimlessly and knocked about and batterd by
storms and vagaries of the vast ocean.
To;-

Ultimately, when our souls are awakened and illuminated by . the Grace of
Guru, we, in turn, become channel for the
all Divine attributes of JOY, BLISS, LOVE and COMMPASSION;. thereby
inpiring, helping and guiding other aspiring souls.

